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Datasheet 

WSC6100-NC128 Series 
Product Overview 

WSC6100-NC128 is the BDCOM-developed multi-functional gateway oriented for large and 

medium-sized enterprises, campuses, hotels and parks.  

Based on 64-bit ARM processor and 10G non-blocking switching platform, WSC6100-NC128 

adopts software defined network (SDN) technology which is high-performance and high-efficiency. 
WSC6100-NC128 supports the CAPWAP protocol and provides a complete AC controller 

function set; supports broadband function protocol suites such as NAT and QoS, which is very 

suitable as a egress gateway device for small-scale Internet; also supports multiple access 

authentication services such as local and cloud, SMS and WeChat. 

WSC6100-NC128 integrates functions of wireless AC, authentication and management into 

one, which is of high cost efficacy. Meanwhile, WSC6100-NC128 simplifies the network structure, 

greatly reducing the difficulty of device configuration and operation and maintenance.  

 

WSC6100-NC128 

Product Characteristics 

 High Integrated Service 

WSC6100-NC128 Series not only supports wireless AC and but also inlays with functions 

such as broadband NAT and Portal authentication. Its integration in functions makes it as strong 

as three common devices, which effectively lower the cost of TCO. 

 Simple and Easy Maintenance 

WSC6100-NC128 with the simplified network structure not only reduces network fault nodes, 

but also reduces the learning threshold and maintenance difficulty. 

WSC6100-NC128 Series adopts the flattening configuration page, characterized by simple 

and easy operation. By changing quantities of terminologies into templates, the configuration 

become possible for users without professional knowledge. Meanwhile, all parameters in the 

configuration have been default with the best ones in design. In SOHO and SMB, the device can 

be applied with no need of configuration.  
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 Flexible Multi-link Strategy 

WSC6100-NC128, equipped with Gigabit/10Gigabit optical and electrical network interfaces, 

is a classic integrated design of routing and switching, providing users with multi-line broadband 

access. The built-in equal distribution and intelligent routing strategies offers flexible traffic 

scheduling according to user needs. 

 Professional Wireless Management Capacity 

Though oriented for SMB, WSC6100-NC128 Series fully complies with Telecom-level 

CAPWAP, which can easily achieve discovery, management and optimization of AP in batches. 

WSC6100-NC128 Series supports network optimization such as auto-channel, auto power and 

user end mobile roaming. 

WSC6100-NC128 supports management protocols such as SNMP and LLDP; supports 

integrated management including active device discovery and automatic topology drawing. 

The built-in load balance policy can bear load sharing of multiple APs, avoiding user block 

partially. It also reasonably distributes access to user ends, ensuring the high-efficient operation  

 Complete Wireless Network Security 

WSC6100-NC128 Series supports functions including WEP/WPA/WAP2, wireless IPS/IDS, 

L2 user isolation, and centralized ACL control.  

WSC6100-NC128 Series also supports multiple Portal authentications including local, SMS 

and WeChat, and collaboration with BCP8200 cloud-based platform, which provides users with 

rich access control solutions.  

WSC6100-NC128 Series also supports illegal AP detection and processing, wireless attack 

prevention, white list, and blacklist, greatly reducing shocks over wireless network from illegal 

users. 

 Diversified Operation 

WSC6100-NC128 Series supports multiple management modes including CLI, Web and 

SNMP. 

WSC6100-NC128 Series also supports batch turning on/off LEDs on AP, this is, LED keeps 

ON when in check and keeps OFF when at night. 

Technical Parameters 

Product model BDCOM WSC6100-NC128 
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Management port 1 Console 

Ethernet port 

2 GE Combo 

8 GE-LAN 

1 USB 

Other characteristics 
1 LCD screen 

1 MODE button 

CPU 64-bit ARM high-performance processor 

RAM 1GB 

FLASH 32M NorFlash, 4G NandFlash 

AP Management Capacity 128 APs by default 

Power supply 220VAC, dual power supply (optional) 

Dimensions (WxDxH) 443*200*44mm 

Operating Temperature -10°C~50°C 

Operating Humidity 5%~95% (non-condensing) 

Note: Actual performance may vary due to usage scenarios and traffic differences. 

 

Software Specifications 

CAPWAP 

AC discovery through Option43 and DNS 

AC&AP cross-layer3 networking and cross-NAT networking  

Layer-2/Layer-3 roaming 

AC, AP synchronization of clock, version and configuration 

Wireless access 

802.11 protocol 

Multi-SSID broadcast and SSID hide 

Multiple authentication modes such as Open, WPA, WPA2 and mixed 
authentication 
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User status detection, offline idle users 

User isolation 

Portal 

authentication 

Local and cloud portal authentication 

WeChat scan and SMS authentication 

Account-based period control and bandwidth control 

Authentication-free whitelist 

Wireless 

optimization 

Static setting and automatic adjustment of AP channel and power 

5G access priority policy 

Low rate user limit 

Predefined wireless parameter templates for 8 scenarios, and customized 
templates  

One-click network optimization 

Networking 

mode 

Static IP, dynamic DHCP and PPPoE dial-up access 

Multi-line networking, load balancing strategy based on equivalence, weight, 
and intelligent algorithm 

Routing protocol 

Static routing, default routing functions 

Dynamic routing protocols such as RIP, OSPF, BGP, ISIS  

PBR 

Floating route backup, remote detection functions such as Keepalive, BFD 

NAT  

NAT address translation function based on IP, port and address pool 

NAT mapping, batch mapping of custom port range 

ALG and DMZ 

Traffic 

management 

Flow classification based on IP quintuple, queue scheduling functions such 
as CBWFQ and GBSC 

Elastic bandwidth control policies based on user groups and time periods 

Blacklist and white list 

Network security 

ACL and firewall policy of IP, MAC 

Rich VPN protocols such as L2TP/PPTP, IPSEC, GRE and SSL 

ARP anti-spoofing functions such as ARP Scan, DHCP Snooping 

Attack protection such as Anti-Flood, Ping of Death, Tear-drop, WinNuke, 
Smurf 

IP services 
DHCP service, support Option43, 60, 82 and other extended fields 

DNS and DDNS domain resolution services 
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SNTP, NTP clock synchronization  

FTP and TFTP file transfer services 

Management and 

maintenance 

CON, Telnet, SSH, SNMP, TR069 management 

LCD color screen for real-time operation, fault diagnosis and online help 
information 

Intranet devices, topology discovery and COP cloud management  

 

Ordering Information 

Model Description 

WSC6100-NC128 
BDCOM WSC6100-NC128 intelligent wireless controller (1 USB2.0, 1 GE 
Combo, 8 GE LAN, built-in 128-AP access, doubling the capacity of panel APs, 
220VAC power supply) 
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For More Information  

For more information about WSC6100-NC128 Series please contact your local BDCOM account 

representative. 

Copyright ©Shanghai Baud Data Communication Co., Ltd. 2022. All Rights Reserved. 

This document is BDCOM Public Information. 

BDCOM reserves the right to alter, update and otherwise change the information contained in the 

document from time to time without notice. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Shanghai Baud Data Communication Co., Ltd. 

No.123, Juli Road, 

Pudong Zhangjiang High-Tech Park, 

Shanghai 201203, China 

www.bdcom.cn 

Tel: +86-21-50800666 
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